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Across
2. First rock & roll star popular with all audiences
3. Area of the country targeted by Nixon in his 1972 election strategy
5. Author of Silent Spring
6. This country’s invasion led to student protests in 1970
9. One of the first actions taken by GW Bush
17. Large corporation that owns a number of smaller companies
21. Reason for the construction of the Berlin Wall
22. Clinton’s avoidance of sending troops here showed his desire to stay out of conflicts
23. Democratic candidate in the 1988 election
24. Type of discrimination banned by the Civil Rights Act of 1968
27. Nixon’s “secret plan” to end the war in Vietnam
29. Native American organization responsible for numerous actions in the 1960s and 1970s
31. Married couple executed for treason during the Cold War
Down
1. 2008 collapse caused by financial institutions making risky decisions
4. Basis of Jimmy Carter’s foreign policy
7. Chief Justice of the Supreme Court whose decisions were criticized by conservatives
8. First name of the head of Clinton’s health care task force
10. Position of Robert Kennedy in his brother’s administration
11. Incident that put a halt to the Eisenhower/Khrushchev relations
12. White college students who ran voter registration drives in the south
13. Country boycotting the UN Security Council when the Korean War vote was taken
14. Trade agreement negotiated by Clinton
15. Segregation by law
16. What was eliminated by the Immigration Act of 1965
18. Food boycotted by the UFW to secure the right to unionize
19. Created in response to the launch of Sputnik
20. Nickname given to SDI by its critics
21. President during the fall of the Soviet Union
25. Country that wanted to keep Vietnam after World War II
26. Offensive that proved to be a turning point in the Vietnam War
28. Declared that Vietnam was a “stalemate” in 1968
30. Massacre of a Vietnamese village by American soldiers
32. Organization founded by Martin Luther King, Jr.

